
Murex modelling services

An introduction



‘The key to maximising 
the potential of pricing 
and risk management 
on the Murex platform 
is the mastery of the 
models – not in isolation, 
but within the context 
of infrastructure, other 
models, data flows, 
controls and governance.’ 

MUREX IN FOCUS

Models for pricing trades and managing 
their risk are central to Murex. 

The key to maximising the potential of 
pricing and risk management on the 
Murex platform is the mastery of the 
models – not in isolation, but within the 
context of infrastructure, other models, 
data flows, controls and governance. 

Our most advanced clients are ‘model-
confident’. Their senior management 
know the state of their modelling 
infrastructure, the accuracy of their 
valuations and the model risks they are 
exposed to. 

We enable our clients to balance the 
need for adaptability and cost control, 
and achieve total model confidence.

THE RISKCARE SOLUTION

Riskcare provides advisory and 
implementation services to 19 of the 
30 Global Systemically Important Banks 
(G-SIBs) and a number of Domestic 
Systemically Important Banks (D-SIBs). 

Our quantitative and technology 
specialists join forces to offer a 
comprehensive selection of Murex 
modelling services based on 15 years  
of successful engagements.  
They ensure the thorough, timely  
and agile roll out of projects as a  
result of this experience.

  

The model validation journey
Riskcare’s model verification and validation 
services are tailored to meet each  
client’s individual requirements. 
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→  Centralised model inventory.

→  Current-state operating model.

→  Benchmarking against market practices.

→  ModelDiscovery score card with ownership 

mapping.

DeliverablesServiceNeed

→   Determine the model management stakeholders 
and their roles and responsibilities. 

→   Build a global model inventory that details  
current usage, data lineage, relationship to other 
models and product coverage.

→   Capture the knowledge in a centralised  
information store.

→   A corporation-wide understanding of the 
current state of the model inventory to enable 
informed decision making and prioritisation.

 

ModelDiscovery

 ID TOPIC REGULATORY ITEM PRA REQ. PRA REQ. PROJECT CLIENT
   REQUIREMENT  TIER 1 BANK TIER 2 BANK  COVERAGE

3.01 Validation - Basic Outcomes Analysis Replication of pricing methodology 100% 90% Yes Partial
3.02 Validation - Basic Outcomes Analysis Confirmation methodology follows specification 100% 100% Yes Partial
3.03 Validation - Basic Outcomes Analysis Basic consistency tests 100% 100% Yes Yes
3.04 Validation - Basic Outcomes Analysis Simple vanilla test cases 100% 100% Yes Yes
3.05 Validation - Basic Outcomes Analysis Sanity checks on instrument terms and payoffs 100% 100% Yes Yes
3.06 Validation - Basic Outcomes Analysis Sanity checks regarding direction and 95% 95% Yes Partial
    magnitude of greeks
3.07 Validation - Basic Outcomes Analysis Price testing for instruments used to calibrate 100% 100% Yes Partial
    (recovers market price)
3.08 Validation - Basic Outcomes Analysis Price testing across a range of model parameters 100% 95% Yes Partial
    (e.g. maturity, rates, volatility, strike dates)
3.09 Validation - Basic Outcomes Analysis Price testing under stressed market conditions 90% 80% Yes Not Known
3.10 Validation - Basic Outcomes Analysis Reconciliation of price differences b/w 90% 60% Yes Not Known
    Reference Pricer and vendor model
3.11 Validation - Basic Outcomes Analysis Explain non-reconciled differences 85% 60% Yes Not Known
3.12 Validation - Basic Ongoing Monitoring  Mitigation plan/policy for non-reconciled differences 85% 60% TBD Not Known
3.13 Validation - Core Outcomes Analysis Numerical comparison with other modelling choices 70% 30% TBD Not Known
3.14 Validation - Core Outcomes Analysis Convergence checks 70% 30% TBD Not Known
3.15 Validation - Core Outcomes Analysis Comparison with existing front office pricer 70% 30% TBD Not Known
3.16 Validation - Core Outcomes Analysis Description of inputs and datasets used to 90% 90% Yes Yes
3.34 Validation - Core Ongoing Monitoring  Mitigation plans and explanation behind backtesting fails 90% 60% N/A Not Known  

ModelDiscovery score card Model inventory extract clarifying the 
extent of its model confidence.
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Monte Carlo 
Sobol Sequences 
and Brownian Bridge

Hull-White 
CEV Model

Observed 
Extended 
Surface

Extended Vol 
Surface

Murex model implementation

Model configuration

PDE Methods 
Crank Nicolson

Black Scholes 
Vanna Volga

→  Verification and validation plan per product group.

→  Project charter, business case and a detailed 
implementation plan.

→  Document the data set, market data and  
configuration dependencies by product type.

→  Plan the testing – from trivial cases to complex 
portfolios.

→   A coordinated enterprise-wide approach to 
understand and control model risk. 

ModelPlanning

DeliverablesServiceNeed

 
A sample product dependency chain

EQ HY

Product sub typeShort-dated Long-dated

DigitalAsianEuropean
Financial product type 

American

COCR

Digital 
barriers PRDC TARNs

Exotic/
structured 
products

Fader options

Product type
FX FutureFX Option

Vanilla 
products

Model class

FX
Asset type

IR

Creating a dependency 
graph assists in developing a 

comprehensive test plan.
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→  Detailed confirmation of the correct configuration 
of valuation models.

→  Reconciled inputs and outputs for mark-to-market 
valuation with reference implementation.

→  Summary report providing commentary on fitness 
of the models for their purpose, including  

comparison to market practice.

→  Check model for appropriateness – justify 
against alternatives, considering applicable  
trade types.

→  Configure and calibrate models, as required.

→  Create reference implementations and  
provide independently replicated outputs.

→  Deliver user-level test results to facilitate an 
informed UAT.

→  Establish trading confidence through  
independent verification.

→  Build infrastructure for repeatable  
and comprehensive UAT.

(Pricing)
ModelSafe

→  Independently replicated valuations, sensitivities 
and exposures (Backtested VaR, stressed VaR, 
PFE, CVA).

→  Known good result sets (golden copy).

→  Risk factor evolution for scenario generation 
purposes.

→  Stressed calibration and stress testing.

→  Numerical quality (validating random and 
representative sample sets).

→  Manage risks confidently following independent  
verification.

ModelSafe
(Risk)

DeliverablesServiceNeed

  

Verification for an internal audience
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ModelSafe: best practice verification  

ModelSafe verifies that models are fit  
for purpose and ensures that they gain  
internal approval. 
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DeliverablesServiceNeed

→  Model description of sufficient quality for  
formal regulatory submission, as needed.

→  Governance documentation covering controls, 
roles and procedures.

→  Findings for improvements in the operating 
model.

→  Study modelling methodologies and compare 
with alternatives.

→  Commentary on the conistency of model 
assumptions with utilisations.

→  Examine control, reporting and governance 
structures.

→  Provide model governance analytical services 
for back-testing, benchmarking, sensitivity 
analysis and stress testing.

→ Perform efficient model risk management.

→ Reduce operational risk.

(Pricing)
ModelRobust

→  Model documentation and specifications for 
formal regulatory submission.

→  Commentary on the consistency of model  
assumptions with utilisations.

→  Governance documentation covering controls, 
roles and procedures.

→  Gap analysis report covering differences in 
implementation standards and protocols, value 
and usage of monitoring reports.

→  Examine control, reporting and governance 
structures.

→  Identify discrepancies between current  
actions and regulatory requirements.→  Secure regulatory approval for IMM.

→  Obtain an independent review of the model risk 
management practices.

(Risk)
ModelRobust

  

Validation for an external audience
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ModelRobust: best practice validation

ModelRobust builds on ModelSafe, validating 
the governance and model choices in depth 
to ensure regulatory approval. 
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Murex modelling checklist

Murex product approval

Murex upgrade

Migrating additional books 

Multiple Murex consolidation

New product added to Murex

Annual review

Audit approval

Regulatory submission
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WHY RISKCARE?

Riskcare’s Murex services portfolio  
has been established around our 
extensive model validation experience. 

We offer managed services to clients, 
often working together in close 
collaboration with in-house teams.

We work on a outcome-oriented basis, 
with the success criteria established in 
advance. Our teams are also available 
to clients for the full project lifecycle  
– from advice through to delivery  
and support. 

Riskcare has built its reputation on 
delivering excellence through our 
integrated approach towards financial, 
software and business process 
engineering.

‘Riskcare has built its reputation 
on delivering excellence 
through our integrated 
approach towards financial, 
software and business 
process engineering.’

MUREX MODELLING SERVICES

Financial and 
quantitative

Business  
process 

Technology

Murex modelling services draw  
on a wide variety of competencies  
and skills. 
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For more information about Riskcare’s Murex services, please contact:

ABOUT RISKCARE 

Riskcare is a financial services consulting and outsourcing company. Over the past 20 years our teams have built 
up experience and knowledge that sets us apart in delivering advanced, complex and transformational change. 

We service a broad range of global clients, including investment banks, institutional investment companies,  
hedge funds, exchanges, commodities trading houses and insurance corporations.

© Riskcare 2015. All rights reserved.

EMEA 
Nnamdi Ugo

Tel: +44 (0)20 7614 3600 
DD: +44 (0)20 7614 3748 
nnamdi.ugo@riskcare.com

25 Worship Street 
London, EC2A 2DX

AMERICAS 
Ian Rebello

Tel: +1 646 625 5415 
DD: +1 646 625 5422 
ian.rebello@riskcare.com

1431 Broadway 
New York, NY 10018

APAC 
Cindy Chan

DD: +61 (0) 431 594 829 
cindy.chan@riskcare.com

Suite 121 
377 Kent Street 
Sydney NSW 2000


